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Augmenting path idea

Start with a flow that is not maximum (the all-zero flow)

Repeat: find a way to increase flow along a single path

(Just like we increased matchings along alternating paths)

Prove that if we ever get stuck, we can find a cut
with cut capacity = flow amount

Since max flow ≤ min cut ≤ this cut, and we have a flow that
equals the cut, our flow must be maximum



Does it work?

Can’t increase flow on saturated edges
(on which we have already used up all the capacity)

But if we only look for paths of unsaturated edges
we can get stuck at a non-maximum flow
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In this example, flow amount is only 1, but maximum flow is 2

How can we get there from here?



A local view of how flow changes along paths

Define the balance of a vertex to be flow in minus flow out
(we want this to be zero at all non-terminal vertices)

Sending x more units of flow along a path containing edge u → v ,
decreases balance at u by x , and increases the balance at v by x

Both changes in balance are cancelled by the next edge of the path

We would get exactly the same effect on balance at u and v if we
send x fewer units of flow along an edge v → u

So find generalized paths containing these backwards edges, and
reduce flow on them instead of increasing flow on forward edges



Residual capacity

Suppose we are trying to increase the flow from u–v
(as part of a larger path along which we are increasing flow)

I If the input has an edge u → v with capacity cuv and a
smaller flow amount fuv , we can add up to cuv − fuv more
units of flow on that edge

I If the input has an edge v → u with flow amount fvu, we can
reduce the flow by up to fvu units

Both have the same effect on balance (per unit of flow changed)

We can do both at the same time



Residual graph

We can represent the amount of additional flow possible by
another flow network, the residual graph

Residual capacity from u to v = cuv − fuv + fvu

(with zeros when one of these two edges doesn’t exist)

u v
cuv

cvu

fuv

fvu
u v
cuv – fuv + fvu

cvu – fvu + fuv

Standard simplifications:

I Only include edges with nonzero residual capacity

I Remove residual edges into s or out of t
(because they are useless)



Example
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Augmenting path (Ford–Fulkerson) algorithm

Start with all flow amounts zero, residual graph = input graph

While residual graph has a path P from s to t
(after simplification, so path has nonzero capacity):

I Find width w of P
(the smallest residual capacity of an edge)

I Increase flow along P by w units
(either by adding to capacity of forward edges
or subtracting from reversed edges)

I Recompute the residual graph

[Ford and Fulkerson 1956]



If this algorithm terminates it finds a minimum cut

Only stops when there are no residual paths from s to t

Form a cut (partition of the vertices into two subsets S and T ):

I S = everything that can be reached from s by a residual path

I T = everything else

By construction, there are no (nonzero) residual edges from S to T

⇒ every input edge from S to T is saturated,
and every edge from T to S has no flow
(otherwise there would still be some residual capacity)

⇒ net flow across the cut = capacity of the cut

⇒ we have found a flow and a cut that are equal

⇒ they are both optimal



Algorithmic proof of integer flow property

Suppose all capacities are integers

Then all flow amounts will be integers, and the flow will increase
by at least one each time we find an augmenting path

Whatever the maximum flow amount is, it is ≤
∑

cuv , the sum of
all capacities of all edges

So the algorithm will terminate with a maximum flow in which all
flow amounts are integers, after it finds at most ≤

∑
cuv paths



Algorithmic proof of max-flow min-cut theorem

We can prove from general principles (because it’s a linear program
with a bound of

∑
cuv <∞ on its optimal value) that a maximum

flow exists

Initialize the flow algorithm to this maximum flow instead of the
all-zero flow

It must instantly terminate (because the flow cannot be improved)

When it does, it has found a cut equal to the flow



But choosing bad paths can take a long time
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Can even fail to terminate for graphs with irrational capacities



Augmenting on widest paths

Suppose widest residual path from s to t has width w
⇒ wider residual edges do not connect s to t
⇒ for some cut, all residual capacities are ≤ w
⇒ maximum flow amount is ≤ mw

So widest path finds at least a 1/m fraction of the optimal flow
⇒ After k paths, remaining flow is smaller by ≤ (1− 1/m)k factor

If capacities are integers and total flow amount is F , then after
O(m log F ) paths we have reduced the remaining flow to a number
less than one, which can only be zero

Time/path = O(m) ⇒ total O(m2 log F ) [Edmonds and Karp 1972]

“Weakly polynomial”: cannot be improved to a function only of
graph size, not F [Queyranne 1980]



Augmenting by shortest paths (Dinic’s algorithm)

Repeat:

I Use BFS to find (unweighted) distances from s to other
vertices in residual graph

I Repeatedly find augmenting shortest paths (according to
these distances), saturating at least one edge/path,
until all shortest paths are blocked by saturated edges

I Recompute the new residual graph for the new flow

Each iteration of the loop can be performed in time O(m log n)
using dynamic tree data structures to process each path very
quickly (logarithmic time/path) [Sleator and Tarjan 1983]

Distance from s to t always increases ⇒ < n iterations
Total time O(mn log n), strongly polynomial

Close to best known bound for strongly polynomial algorithms



Recent breakthrough in flow algorithms

Requires capacities to be integers ≤ U

Can handle minimum-cost maximum flow with integer costs ≤ C

Main idea: augment along approximate minimum-ratio cycles
(like tramp steamer problem) using randomized embeddings into
tree metrics and efficient data structures to find each cycle quickly

Time: m1+o(1) logU logC with high probability

[Chen et al. 2022]



Morals of the story

Residual graph describes how much more we can increase the flow

Max flow can be found by increasing flow on residual paths

Min cut can be found by splitting vertices into
the ones reachable from s by residual paths, and the rest

It matters which path you choose;
widest paths and shortest paths are good choices
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